Book Trust uniquely delivers choice and ownership of books to children from low-income families. Providing students the opportunity to select and own books of their choice results in better reading skills, a passion for reading, and greater family engagement in literacy.

124 Schools
35,000 Students
800,000 Books

“This is one of the best and most influential programs I have worked with in my 10 years of teaching. Students absolutely love their books and there are audible gasps of excitement when the Book Box arrives.”

- Book Trust Teacher -

STATES PARTICIPATING IN BOOK TRUST
Dear Friends of Book Trust,

You are our inspiration! Because of you, we get to inspire students to fall in love with reading. We get to inspire teachers who share that Book Trust is one of the most joyful parts of their job. We get to inspire parents who for the first time have a home library for their children and are becoming more involved with reading at home. Thank you!

Last year, over 35,000 students in over 124 schools in 15 states were inspired to fall in love with reading. Students became the proud owners of over 800,000 books last year alone. This brings Book Trust's cumulative impact to 4.3 million books since its founding in 2001. Over 1,600 teachers earned enough bonus points through their students' book purchases to supplement their classroom libraries with an average of 100 books per classroom—that's an additional 160,000 books in some of the neediest classrooms in the nation.

You inspired Maria. Maria was born in New Orleans just as Hurricane Katrina began pummeling the city. She and her family were fortunate to make it out of New Orleans and several years later Maria found herself attending a Book Trust school. Through Book Trust, Maria has fallen in love with science and animals and chooses books on these topics each month. Her goal is to become a veterinarian. According to Maria, “In order to be a veterinarian I need to be able to read about problems and solutions to help animals that I will take care of.” Through your support of Book Trust, you have inspired Maria to have a dream, one which she knows she can achieve through reading and education.

On behalf of Maria, and the other thousands of students you have inspired, thank you.

With gratitude,

Amy Friedman
President & CEO
MEANINGFUL IMPACT

Book Trust is a national literacy program which includes a step-by-step process to ensure students have the opportunity to fall in love with reading. Book Trust Teachers implement the Book Trust Program in their classrooms every month with their students. They prioritize empowering student choice of reading materials and building a strong classroom culture of literacy by helping their students choose 2-3 books from the Scholastic Reading Club flyer each month of the school year. Students are able to build their own home library of up to 30 books per year increasing family engagement in reading. As the program is implemented, teachers watch as even reluctant readers begin to love and find joy in reading. By creating a powerful reading environment, the Book Trust Program helps schools meet their reading goals and ensures more students reach their potential. Book Trust has inspired students to read more every day, become better readers, and spend time reading with their families at home.

“Every book I buy I read more than once. I share it with my brother, sister, cousin, and family. Every night I read books.”

- 4th grade Book Trust student -
4th grade
Book Trust student
“The thing I love about Book Trust is the big selection of books you can pick from. I didn’t have that many books at home and I wanted some books to read. Now, I have plenty of books from Book Trust. Thank you Book Trust for my books and for all the hard work you do to keep me reading all the time!”

1st grade
Book Trust Teacher
“Book Trust has given my students the opportunity to access more non-fiction selections which is critical to meet current reading standards. My first grade students are currently getting excited about reading chapter books. Book Trust is giving them the means to challenge themselves and improve their reading skills by providing access to higher level books.”

Kindergarten
Book Trust Teacher
“Book Trust definitely impacts literacy in the home by providing a home book collection for students and their siblings to choose, read, and reread from. Since involvement in Book Trust, the amount of family members reading together has increased greatly.”
According to Book Trust Teachers, Book Trust students reading at grade level increased from 41% at the beginning of the year to 70% at the end of the year.

89% of Book Trust Teachers say that the amount students read in the classroom and at home increased because of Book Trust.

71% of Book Trust Teachers said that Book Trust has increased family involvement with reading at home.
Revenues and support
Contributions
  Individuals $760,500
  Foundations $1,721,221
  Organizations $234,578
  Corporations $32,339
  Total contributions $2,748,638
Special events $353,080
In-kind contributions $245,995
Total revenues and support $3,347,713

Expenses
Program expenses $2,538,143
Support services
  Administration and general $150,884
  Fundraising $529,967
  Total support services $680,851
Total expenses $3,218,994

Change in net assets $128,719
Net assets at beginning of year $1,327,769
Net assets at end of year $1,456,488
Year ending June 30, 2015
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Bohemian Foundation
Community Foundation of Northern Colorado
Denver Public Schools
Dusenbury Charitable Foundation
Foundation for Educational Excellence
Kate and Justin Rose Foundation Inc.
McNerny Foundation
Morgridge Family Foundation
Piton Foundation
The Salah Foundation
Scholastic Inc.
Serimus Foundation
TOSA Foundation
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Adams 12 Five Star Schools
Dowling Community Improvement Foundation
Equinox Foundation
Goodfellow Brothers, Inc.
Lasko Family Foundation
Makana Aloha Foundation
Maui United Way
Nathan Yip Foundation
Judy Newman
Northern Colorado United for Youth
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Denver Tech Center Rotary Club
Tricia and David Diehl
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Joaquin, Bessie Vincent Trust
Susan and Jac Kean
Mary Lou and Robert Morgado
New York Community Trust
Nuestro Futuro
O’Connor Foundation
OneSeven Advisors, LLC
OtterCares Foundation
Sally and Chuck Pappalardo
School District RE-1 Valley
Sasson and Eta Somekh
Sprout Foundation
Stamford School District No.1
Susan Hawes-Swindells and George Swindells
Trois Coeurs Foundation
United Way of Larimer County
Virginia W. Hill Foundation
Xcel Energy

Linda and Jimmy Yip of the Nathan Yip Foundation sponsor the Book Trust Program at Cherrelyn Elementary in Englewood, Colorado.
Kasia Iwaniczko MacLeod and her husband, David MacLeod, joined 350 guests for the annual Vino & Libri fundraising event helping to raise $150,000 for Book Trust.
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Advanced Energy
Amesse Elementary
AMG Charitable Gift Foundation
Archuleta Elementary School
Kate and Russell Baker
Bank of America Charitable Gift Fund
Bank of Colorado
Tonya and Scott Barber
Lawrence Barrera
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Marney and Chris Beisler
Yvette Wikstrom and Greg Bellomo
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Susan Bentley and Bill Grundy
Karmen Berentsen
BFF Friendship Foundation
Blue Margin
Nina and John Bodenhamer
Colleen O’Shea Brady
Brinkman Construction, Inc.
Elaine and John Brouillard
Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck
Kay Burke
Lisa Busse
Nancy Callahan
Anne Carter
Jolene and Louis Cole
Columbine Health Systems
Community Assistance League
Dori and Jeannine Eckles Philanthropy Fund
DCIS at Ford
The Denver Foundation
Holly and Jim Dickinson
EdisonLearning, Inc.
Paula and Dave Edwards
Margaret and Thomas Edwards
EKS&H
Englewood Rotary
Enterprise Holdings Foundation
Escalante-Biggs Academy
Sara and Tim Farrington
Ellen Filipiak

Stephen Finn
Terri and Al Fisher
Lauren and John Fisher
Flood and Peterson
Florida Pitt Waller K-8 School
Lisa and Bradley Florin
Foothills Rotary Club
Fort Collins Breakfast Rotary Charitable Foundation
Fort Equity
Amy and Bernard Friedman
Lynn and Foster Friess
Donna and Rich Frost
James and Dona Fuller
Ellen and Jon Garcia
Nancy Joseph Gould and Tom Gould
Carolyn Schaefer Gray and Jack Gray
Green Valley Elementary
Greenwood Academy
Juliana and John Guenther
Emily and Brad Gunlock
Gypsum Elementary School Jets PTA
Jim Hackstaff and Kay Tierney
Hackstaff and Snow LLC
Susan Haviland and John Brown
Hawaii Community Foundation
Theresa Heinze
Henrietta Tower Wurts Memorial
High Point Academy
Highline Academy Northeast Charter School
John Hill
Marcie and Eric Holt
Jeanne and Jim Riley Foundation
Jem Transportation Inc.
Jessie Maxwell Elementary School
Judy Joseph and Mark Greenberg
Lisa and Jim Judge
Kate and Jon Kalstein
Marcie and Chris Kay
Traci Kellner
Sheryl Kinney
Amy and Michael Kolczak
Donna and Mark Kornblau
Lucia and Bill Liley
Love’s Oven, LLC.
Karen and Ron Lowy
“Participating in a Book Delivery was an experience I will never forget. So empowering for these students.”

Terry Lynn Moore, Donor
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Kim and Charles Malek
Anita and Dan Marquitz
Marrama Elementary
Kristen Martin
Kim and Rusty McDaniel
McGlone Elementary
Troy McWhinney
Medtronic Foundation
Rita and Alan Milberg
Scott Milberg
Katy and Kevin Mindenhall
Linda and Tim Mitchell
Barbara Mosle
National Christian Foundation
Network for Good
NIMBL
Amy and Kyle Nisenson
North Highland
Northern Colorado Anesthesia Professionals, PLLC
Crystal and Shawn Osthoff
Julie and Chris Otto
Karen and David Perez
RBC Wealth Management
Jane and Bill Reynolds
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Rotary Club of Denver Southeast
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Gerrianne and Clyde Sakamoto
The Salazar Family Foundation Fund
Julie Scales
Adrienne Schatz
David Schatz
Judith and Richard Schiff
Brenda and Rich Scholl
Schwab Charitable Fund
David Shindoll
Denene and Michael Shivley
Emily and Ben Smith
Kate Sneed
SOAR
Amanda and Robert Spangler

Linda Stevenson
Sandra and Earl Stoner
Target
The Claire and Theodore Morse Foundation
Barbara Thomas
Marij and Mike Trinen
Gloria and Martin Trotsky
Barb and Jim Trotsky
Thomas Ullrich
Union Benevolent Foundation
University of Colorado Health
University of the Rockies
VintageView Wine Storage Systems
Amy and Mike Wade
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White Rose Foundation
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Agrium
American Endowment Foundation
Anonymous (2)
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Laurie and Scott Blaine
Eliav Bock
Jan Bradford
Christina and James Brod
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Shelley Carter
Castro Elementary
Debi Chapple
Audrey MacLean and Mike Clair
Jill and Michael Clark
Linda Clark
Clayton Elementary
Scott Clemens
Bruce Collins
Colorado Business Bank
Jason Cooke
Tommi Sue Cox
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- Pam and David Duke
- Ed Carroll Motor Co., Inc.
- Orly and Yosh Eisbart
- David Elliott
- Chris Fawzy
- Nikki and Adam Frazier
- Anastasia and Tim Glennie
- Christa and Brian Gorney
- The Griffin Foundation
- Jan and Dave Guild
- Honey Bun and James Haynes
- Walker and Sam Hennington
- Carrie and John Hintzman
- Houska Automotive Services, Inc.
- Allison and John Hunter
- Joe Juliano
- Kaniksu Development Corp.
- Jill Keogh
- Audrey and Rich Kinsman
- Stacey Kirkland
- Greg Lau
- Kathy Lee
- Karen and Adam Mack
- Mack Web Solutions
- Michele Marquitz
- Tom Marsh
- Maui Contractors Womens Auxiliary
- Kali McFarland
- Christine McGroarty
- Amy and Lee Middlekauf
- Shannon and Adam Milberg
- Terry Miller
- Beth Moyski
- Kathy and Bill Neal
- Normandin Construction Inc.
- North Fort Collins Business Association
- Service Rentals and Supplies
- Julie and Elias Parker
- Kelli and Evan Pfaff
- PFS Insurance Group, LLC
- Tamika Pumphrey
- Tamara and Bob Rowland
- Rick Ryniak
- Erika and Mark Sabatos
- Trudy and Nick Scangas
- L. William and Marilyn Schmidt
- Tricia and Steve Schuster
- Bonnie Seligson
- Sarah and Stan Sena
- Ruth Silver
- Laura and David Stevens
- Michelle and Doug Striker
- Summit Lawn and Landscape
- Jim Tanzillo
- Grace Taylor
- Nell and Rick Thomas
- Jane Thompson
- Maria and Hilton Unemori
- United Jewish Foundation
- Carin Wagner
- Nancy and Jerry Weil
- Abby and Ron Wessel
- Katherine and Ben Wilmhoff
- Emily and Erik Wilmsen
- Ann and Al Yates
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- A Line Boutique
- Paul Aaker
- Rachel Academia
- Buck Adams
- Janet Adams
- Margaret Adams
- Gail Ainsworth
- Nicola Allen
- John Allen
- Denise Allen
- Andrea Alott
- Joe Alper
- AmericanSmile
- Ameriprise
- Laura Warfield and Lewis Andrews
- Anonymous (4)
- Nancy Arrieta
- Nora and Justin Astley
- Nancy Austin
- Janette and Charles Barela
- Melissa Basta
- Susan Baum
- Melissa and Joe Beckman
- Alison Begeman
- Kevin Beisler
- Daniel Berlin
- Kristina Beverung
- Meloney Biggerstaff
- Alison and William Biggs
- Bernard Fong and Walter Bissett
- Martine De Boott and Patrick Bols
- Marjorie and Dale Bonar
- Treloar and Johnathan Bower
- Michael Bowby
- Susan Bowman
- Vicki and John Box
- Kieran Brady
- Jane Breden
- Deborah Brew
- Michele Brooks
- Charlie Brown
- Cathy Brown
- Daniel Bruckner
- Amy Bryer
- William Buntrock
- Carol Burdick
- Catherine and Peter Burge
- Jamis and Ronald Burks
- Jill Burrell
- James Burton
- Jennifer Buster
- Heather Callender-Potters
- Barry Capoot
- Chris Cappello
- Holly and Robert Carroll
- Ginny Carroll-Carpenter
- Josh Cashman
- Castaway Construction
- Sally and Robert Castner
- Kris and Bruce Chandler
- Christopher Ciaramella
- CMS Mechanical Services
- Carol and Tim Cochran
- Jason Cochran
- Renee and Dan Cohen
- Gail and Michael Coie
- Kelsey and Andrew Conkling
- Betsy Conti and Liz Aybar Conti
- Howard Coopersmith
- Brenda Cordle
- Elizabeth and James Cornthoven
- Melanie Richardson and Christopher Crabb
- Jeannie Craft
- Kathy and James Crapo
- Crawford Elementary School PTO
- Guinevere Cummings
- Jan and Bob Davidson
- Haidi and Brian Demain
- Mr. and Mrs. C. Richter Devers
- Philip Devin
- Ellen M. and John Dieterich
- Kelly DiMartino
- Audra Dinell
- Droplets
- DSS Custom Homes
- Estrella Salcedo and Roy Dunn
- Timothy Dwyer
- Jeanie and Norman Eansor
- Aaron Eide
- Fairmont - DCIS Elementary
- Daniel Elliott
- Jeanne and Paul Fangman
- Kasey and Taylor Fenn
- Colleen Fine
- Chuck Fine
- Katharine and Graham Finney
- First Hawaiian Bank
- Adrienne and Jack Fitzgibbon
- Mary and Anthony Fonte
- Julia Ford
- Marcia Ford
- Carol and Dean Frampton
- Margot R. Gilbert and M. Allan Frank
- Danielle Franklin
- Harriet and Greg Friedman
- Steven Friedman
- Katie and Zach Frisch
- Beth Sundberg and Greg Fritsch
- Brenda Fry
- Jaclyn Fuellen
- Vanessa and Armando Garcia
- Suzanne and Gerald Gassman
- Elaine Gazdeck
- Kevin Gearhardt
- Kathy Geisen
- Sue Gersick
- Jen and Trent Getsch
- Penelope and Matthew Gilliland
- Karla Gingerich
- Tristin Gleason
- Tim Glennie
- Jeffrey Gold
- Sherry and Morries Gold
- Shari and Scott Goldstein
- Rikke Liska and Bart Goodrich
- Maureen Graff
- Graham Family Foundation
- Rebecca Grant
- Friday Green
- Dianne and Edward Green
- Bill Greenlee
- Martha and John Grosh
- Tanya and Albany Grubb
“As a Regional Board member, I am honored to support Book Trust and the amazing work they do with low-income children living in my community.”

John Hintzman, Regional Board Member
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Nuray and Levent Gun
Annie Gutsch
Nancy Haines
Sarah and Eric Harding
Carmen Hardy
Courtney Harris
Karinn Harris
Jennifer Harvey
Gwen Hatchette
Shannon and Nate Hein
Lindsay Heller
Ben Hemphill
John Hereford
Dean Herms
Phil Hewes
DeAnna Hill
Ashley Hofwolt
Melanie Hollis
Melissa and Andrew Horning
Horse and Dragon Brewery
Sylvester Houston
Bruce Hoyt
Hudnut Family Fund
Sarah Hughes
Ann Hutchinson
Ann Irving
Isadore Samuels Elementary School
Shana and David Jacobs
Raju Jairam
Jax Mercantile, CO.
Susan Jin
Arlene and Don Johnson
Gail Johnson
Mary Judge
Stacye Kaholi
Brian Kakihara
Susan Katz
James Grimes and Lawrence Katzin
Elinor and David Kaufman

Jennifer and Robin Kean
John Kechriotis
James Keener
Kehoe-France, Inc.
SeonAhn Kendall
Tanya Kensley
Susan and Leo Kiely
Diana Kinsey
Karen and Mark Klawin
Connie Klein
Christy Kline
Patrick Kneeland
Julie Malek and Rick Kornfeld
Julie Kosloski
Anne and Jason Kroncke
Jo Lynn Kuhn
Laura Laffoon
Blanca Lafollette
Morris Lai
Jen Laird
Kristi Lamar
Robyn Landry
Daniel Lassen
Corena Lawson
Julia and Doug Lauze
Natalie Leatherman
Betty Leis
Isabel Levine-Clark
Linda Lewis
Elizabeth Lizotte-Brown
Veronica and Brandon Luster
Leah and Kyle Malone
Alexa and Salvatore Marino
Fern Markgraf
Julia and John Martin
Barry and Martin Martin
John Martin
Scott Martin
Monica Martinez
Leandra Martinez
Becky Masterson
Michael Masterson
Mary Mathews
Jana Mathieson
Doug McCain
Jack McCarthy
Jeanette McKinley
Jennifer and Ryan McNally
Jessica and Richard Milchak
Ellen Milgrim
Ruth and Justin Miller
Claudia and James Miller
Amanda Miller
Britann Miller
Tom Milligan
Jagan Reddy and Kalpana
Mohanraj
Marie and Jay Monroe
Patrick Moore
Chris Murphy
Yvonne Myers
Jan Myers
Anjali Nanda
Shannon and Marty Neary
Maureen Neefus
Erica and Neil Neely
Kim Nelson
Elena and Shep Nelson
Dana Nelson
Joy Nelson
Randi and Stone Newman
Erin and Ryan Niro
Northern Colorado Writers LLC
Gienna Norvelle
Rebecca and Michael Nugent
Anita and Guillermo Obando
Karen Odendahl
OfficeScapes
Rosanne Ogles
People Of Fort Collins and Old Town Writing Group
Margaret Olsen
"As a principal of a Book Trust school I see the impact that Book Trust has made on my students every day. I make a monthly donation to Book Trust because I know that Book Trust has inspired my students' passion for reading, and with the ability to read, they can achieve anything!"

Tommi Sue Cox,
Principal at Laurel Elementary
In-kind Contributors

A Line Boutique
AIGR, Inc.
Ace/ Vesta/ Steubens
Adventure Sports
Janet and George Allan
AlphaGraphics
Ascent Health
Ashley Schenkein Jewelry Design
Greg Bayless
Beatrice & Woodsley
Yvette Wikstrom and Greg Bellomo
Kristina Beverung
BizWest Media LLC
Blackbird
BLUSH
Book Group Experience with Surface author, Stacy Robinson
Canlis Seattle Restaurant
Castaway Construction & Restoration
Cervantes
Audrey MacLean and Mike Clair
David Clements
Collections
Comedy Works
Core Power Yoga
Cottonwood Riding Lessons
Coyote Gold Margarita
CU Football Tickets
Dan Sharp Luxury Outerwear
Denver Biscuit Company
Denver Center for the Performing Arts
Denver Divers
Denver Film Society
Denver Post Community
Doc Martin
Earl's
Euclid Hall
Excel Sports Management
Fairmont Kea Lani
Five Guys Burgers and Fries
Footers Catering
Four Seasons Resort Maui
Gannons Restaurant
Tim Garcia
Skip and Daine Golz
Grand Wailea, A Waldorf Astoria Resort
Jim Hackstaff
Haliimaile General Store
Hotel Jerome
Hui No Eau Visual Arts Center
Hyatt Regency Maui
iHeartMedia, Inc.
Judy Joseph and Mark Greenberg
JW Marriott Denver Cherry Creek
Kaladi Coffee Roasters
Fred KenKnight
Kroenke
Lilikoi Lani Maui Plantation House Haiku
Karen and Ron Lowy
Magnolia Hotel
Kim and Charles Malek
Kyle Malone
Maui Clothing Company
Maui Paintball
Merrimans
Monaco Hotel
Mary Lou and Robert Morgado
Nada Graphic Design
Naked Wines.com, Inc.
Amy and Kyle Nisenson
Old Lahaina Luau
Paia Inn
Jorma Palmer
Panzano Restaurant
Paramount Hotel Seattle
Pearl Butik
Joelle and Oliver Perz
Piholo Ranch Zipline
Pink Fog Studios
Pure Barre
Sumits Yoga
RIPE Juice Maui
Racines Restaurant
Rederm
Michele Scharg
Jill and Doug Schatz
Evan Schauss
Scholastic Inc.
Sea Escape Boat Rentals
Sarah Shaines
Sheraton Hacienda Del mar Golf and Spa Resort Los Cabos
Silver Oak Cellars
Sky Hotel
Spuntino
Suzy Stone
Strand Bookstore
Style M.E. Denver
TAG Restaurant Group
The Club at Pradera
The Kitchen
The Library Hotel
The Newman Center Box Office
The Pinery Country Club
Tiffany & Co. Wailea
Trilogy Excursions
University of Denver Division of Athletics and Recreation
JoRene and Gunars Valkirs
Wailea Golf LLC
Wailea Wines
Water 2 Wine
Westin Denver Downtown
Sheri and Dennis Williams
Y. Moskovich & Co.
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